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“MARK” Series, Message #46                                Barry L. Cameron • Pastor 
 
 

“NO ONE KNOWS” 
(Text: Mark 13:32-37) 

 
READ: Mark 13:32-37 
 
•  There will be observable, unmistakable, universal indications that JESUS is about to return, just before 
it happens. 
 -  But the exact time will NOT be revealed in advance. 
 
Last week, we saw where JESUS said, “Learn a lesson from the FIG TREE, as soon as its leaves appear 
you know that summer is near. So also, when you see these things taking place, you know that he is 
near, at the very gates” (Mark 13:28-31). 
 
•  As Christians, we aren’t looking for SIGNS. We’re looking for the SAVIOR. 
 -  JESUS is coming for the Church and His coming is imminent. 
  •  There isn’t a single thing that has to happen, not a single prophecy has to be fulfilled. 
  •  Just the “sound of the trumpet of God” (1 Thessalonians 4:16) and we’ll be raptured. 
  
•  But during the Tribulation, they’ll be watching for SIGNS. 
   
Wake up call #1 will be the Rapture of the Church. 
 -  When millions of people are suddenly gone, don’t you think people will begin to ask questions? 
  •  “Where’d all those people go?” 
  •  “Didn’t they say something about Jesus coming back for them?” 
  •  “Weren’t they talking about going to Heaven and it could happen at any time?” 
  •  “Doesn’t the Bible say something about Christians being taken?” 
  
ILL.  We used to sing a song called, “They will know we are Christians by our love.” 
 -  When the RAPTURE takes place, they will know we were Christians because we’re gone. 
  •  That will be Wake up call #1. 
 
Wake up call #2 will be the Abomination of Desolation. 
 -  It won’t be the rebuilding of the Temple because that’ll seem like the right thing to do for the 
 Jews. The rest of the world will view it as a harmless thing. 
  
•  But when the ANTICHRIST, who at first becomes famous for his ability to broker PEACE and CALM, 
suddenly turns on the JEWS and turns into a MADMAN demanding the worship of the world, it’ll be a 
HUGE wake up call. 
 
Verse 29. “So also, when you see these things taking place, you know that he is near, at the very gates.” 
 
Verse 30. “Truly, I say to you, this generation . . .” (not the disciples or the people living at the time when 
Jesus said this) “this generation . . .” (the people living when these things start taking place), “will not 
pass away until all these things take place.” 
 -  It’s going to happen rapidly and relentlessly with no break until JESUS breaks through the 
 clouds and ends it all. 
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Verse 31. “Heaven and earth will pass away, but my words will not pass away.” 
 -  You can take it to the bank. 
 
•  Knowing these things will help those living at the time to endure what’s coming, to be faithful to the 
end and to be witnesses to others. 
 
Verse 32, “But concerning that day or that hour, no one knows, not even the angels in heaven, nor 
the son, but only the Father.” 
 -  I believe that’s a direct reference to the RETURN of CHRIST/The SECOND COMING. 
 
The RAPTURE and the RETURN of CHRIST are TWO COMPLETELY DIFFERENT EVENTS. 
•  Some Bible teachers try to morph these two events into one event. But they’re distinctly different! 
 
Dr. John Phillips: “The RAPTURE is for the Church; the RETURN is for Israel. The RAPTURE takes place 
when the Lord comes in the air; the RETURN takes place when His feet split wide the Mount of Olives 
(Zechariah 14:1-5). The RAPTURE is when the Lord comes for His church; the RETURN is when He comes 
with His church. The date of the RAPTURE is secret; the date of the RETURN can be calculated by those 
living in the Tribulation age. From the date when the Antichrist seizes the rebuilt Jewish temple to the 
final coming of Christ in power and glory will be 1,260 days.”  
 
Dr. MacArthur: “At the Rapture, the church meets Christ in the air. At the Second Coming, Christ returns 
to earth with the church. At the Rapture, the Mount of Olives is untouched. At the Second Coming, it is 
split. At the Rapture the earth remains the same. At the Second Coming, the earth is transformed. At the 
Rapture, living saints are translated. At the Second Coming, no saints are translated. They’re simply 
taken into the Kingdom alive in their human form. At the Rapture, the world is not judged and sin gets 
worse. At the Second Coming, sin is judged and the world is far better. At the Rapture, the reign of the 
Antichrist is triggered. At the Second Coming, the reign of Christ is triggered. At the Rapture, the Church 
goes to Heaven. At the Second Coming, it comes to earth. The Rapture is imminent, sign less. The 
Second Coming has distinct signs. The Rapture concerns only the saved. The Second Coming, the saved 
and the unsaved.” 
 
•  Two completely different events and no one knows WHEN they will take place. 
 
ILL. Back in the 80’s, EDGAR C. WISENANT, a retired NASA space engineer wrote a book called 88 
REASONS WHY THE LORD WILL COME IN ’88. 
 -  He claimed Jesus would come on Sunday, September 11; or Monday, September 12; or Tuesday, 
 September 13, 1988. 

-  Tuesday was his preferred date because September 12 was the beginning of the Jewish New 
Year. 

 
One Commentator said: “Not content with setting the date for the Rapture, Wisenant listed a whole 
string of prognostications: the Antichrist would sign his seven-year treaty with Israel on September 21; 
the 144,000 witnesses would be sealed on September 26; World War III would break out on October 4 
and would last for three and one-half weeks. The temple in Jerusalem would be consecrated June 18, 
1989; the two witnesses would be killed March 9, 1992; the Battle of Armageddon would take place on 
October 4, 1995; and the Millennium would begin on December 23, 1995.” 
 -  Obviously, he missed it! 
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•  I had a pastor friend who bought books for every member of his church and they became the fastest 
growing Christian church in Florida. 
 -  When Jesus didn’t come that September, people left his church in droves and he eventually 
 resigned in disgrace. 
 
Verse 32, “But concerning that day or that hour, no one knows, not even the angels in heaven, nor 
the son, but only the Father.” 
 -  Jesus was referring to the exact date of His return and He says we need to do TWO THINGS: Be 
 WATCHFUL and Be FAITHFFUL. 
 
Let’s look at the first one: 
(1) BE WATCHFUL (Mark 13:33) 
 -  Jesus makes it clear that EVERYONE needs to be WATCHFUL. (Alert, awake, ready) 
 -  He said, “Concerning that day or that hour, no one knows.” 
  •  Remember, this is a reference to the Second Coming, the context of verses 14-31. 
  
 (a) Who doesn’t know? 
  1. The angels in heaven (vs. 32b) 
   
One commentator said: “Although the righteous angels enjoy intimacy with God, hovering around His 
throne to do His bidding (Isaiah 6:2-7), and continually beholding His face (Matthew 18:10), they are not 
privy to this secret. The angels will be directly and actively involved in the end time as God’s agents to 
separate the saved from the unsaved (see Matthew 13:41, 49), but for His own reasons God the Father 
will not reveal in advance exactly when He will call them into that service.” 
      
  2. The Son (vs. 32c) 
   -  Even though Jesus was fully God as well as fully man (John 1:1, 14), He voluntarily   
   restricted His use of certain divine attributes when He became flesh (Phil. 2:6). 
   -  So, He didn’t know the exact day or hour He would return when He shared this with His  
   disciples. 
  
•  Most scholars believe He regained full divine knowledge and equality with the Father after the 
resurrection, as implied by His words in the great commission: “All authority in heaven and on earth has 
been given to me” (Matthew 28:18). 
 
  3. The disciples (vs. 33) “For you do not know when the time will come.” 
 
 (b) Why can’t we know? 
  -  Jesus gives no reason why no one knows, but we can imagine some of the reasons. 
  1. If unbelievers knew the exact time, they’d just wait until the last minute to receive Him 
   as Lord and Savior. 
  2. But, since no one knows when he or she might die, they’d put themselves at eternal risk. 
  3. If believers knew, it might cause us to become careless. 
   •  “We don’t need to serve Him yet, or live holy lives, or get urgent about our witness.” 
    (Like preparing for a final exam . . . THE NIGHT BEFORE.) 
 
•  In God’s infinite wisdom, no one knows so everyone needs to be WATCHFUL! 
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Second, Jesus says: 
(2) BE FAITHFUL (Mark 13:34-36) 
 -  He shares the parable of the absent House Owner (vs. 34-37). 
 -  It’s clearly an admonition not only to be WATCHFUL, but also to be FAITHFUL. 
 
Dr. John Walvoord, considered by many to be one of the premiere, biblical authorities on Bible 
prophecy, said, “The Rapture is not conditioned by any preliminary events. It is therefore an imminent 
event for each generation. The Parable of the Absent House Owner (vs. 34-37) along with Matthew’s 
corresponding account (Matthew 24:42-44) support this view. It precludes all date setting and lends 
urgency to Jesus’ exhortations to be watching and working till His return.” 
 
 Several KEY POINTS from the parable: 
 (a) The House Owner left his servants in charge of his household. 
 (b) Each servant has his work. 
 (c) The doorkeeper is commanded to stay awake. 
 (d) No one knows when the master of the house will come. 
 (e) You don’t want him to come back and find you sleeping. 
 
Dr. Warren Wiersbe: “The Parable of the Fig Tree cautions Tribulation saints to watch and to know the 
‘signs of the times.’ But the Parable of the Householder warns all of us today (Mark 13:37) to be alert, 
because we do not know when He will return to take us to heaven (1 Corinthians 15:52-52). Like the 
householder in the story, before our Lord went from us back to heaven, He gave each of us work to do. 
He expects us to be faithful while He is gone and to be working when He returns. ‘Take heed, watch and 
pray’ is His admonition.” 
 
SAVING FAITH is SERVING FAITH. 
 -  Titus 2:11-14 
 -  While we are waiting for Jesus, we need to be working for Jesus. 
 
Ephesians 2:8-9, “For by grace you have been saved through faith. And this is not your own doing; it is 
the gift of God, not a result of works, so that no one may boast. For we are his workmanship, created in 
Christ Jesus for good works, which God prepared beforehand, that we should walk in them.” 
 -  Where are you SERVING in the household of faith? God’s church. 
 -  What good works are you involved in helping people come to Christ and becoming more like 
 Christ? 
 
•  In Matthew’s account, Jesus tells the Parable of the TEN BRIDESMAIDS (VIRGINS) to emphasize the 
importance of being ready for His return. 
 -  Those who aren’t prepared won’t get a second chance (Matthew 25:11-12).  
 
•  He also shares the PARABLE of the TALENTS to emphasize the importance of faithfulness and using 
what God gives you to become all that God wants you to be. 
 -  The unfaithful servant didn’t know the Master and ignored all the good given Him and missed 
 life’s greatest opportunity.  (“Cast the worthless servant into the outer darkness. In that place 
 there will be weeping and gnashing of teeth.” Matthew 25:29-30) 
   
•  Those who despise the riches of God’s grace, will ultimately lose everything they have. 
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•  Because no one knows when Jesus is going to return, we need to: 
 1. Be watchful 
 2. Be faithful 
 
•  Instead of living aimlessly or as if we have all the time in the world, we ought to be living with a sense 
of urgency and expectancy. 
 -  Expectancy, because no one knows when Jesus is coming back. 
 -  Urgency, because so many still don’t know Jesus and they run the risk of eternal separation from 
 God unless we tell them. 
 
•  We need to be urgent in our PRAYING, in our GIVING, in our WORSHIP, in our WORK and in our 
WITNESS for CHRIST. 
  
•  The average church member in America needs a WAKE UP CALL! 
 
Here’s what Jesus said, (vs. 35-37), “Therefore stay awake – for you do not know when the master of 
the house will come, in the evening, or at midnight, or when the rooster crows, or in the morning – lest 
he come suddenly and find you asleep. And what I say to you I say to all: STAY AWAKE.” 
 
You don’t want to be caught dead doing anything other than preparing for the Lord’s return. 
 
1. Be WATCHFUL 
2. Be FAITHFUL 


